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Abstract—The whitespaces (WS) in the legacy spectrum pro-
vide new opportunities for the future Wi-Fi-like Internet access,
often called Wi-Fi 2.0, since service quality can be greatly
enhanced thanks to the better propagation characteristics of
the WS than the ISM bands. In the Wi-Fi 2.0 networks, each
wireless service provider (WSP) temporarily leases a licensed
spectrum band from the licensees and opportunistically utilizes
it during the absence of the legacy users. The WSPs in Wi-Fi
2.0 thus face unique challenges since spectrum availability of
the leased channel is time-varying due to the ON/OFF spectrum
usage patterns of the legacy users, which necessitates the eviction
control of in-service customers at the return of legacy users.
As a result, to maximize its profit, a WSP should consider
both channel leasing and eviction costs to optimally determine
a spectrum band to lease and a service tariff. In this paper,
we consider a duopoly Wi-Fi 2.0 market where two co-located
WSPs compete for the spectrum and customers. The competition
between the WSPs is analyzed using game theory to derive the
Nash Equilibria (NE) of the price (of the service tariffs) and the
quality (of the leased channel, in terms of channel utilization)
competitions. The NE existence condition and market entry
barriers are also derived. Via an extensive numerical analysis,
we show the tradeoffs between leasing/eviction cost, customer
arrivals, and channel usage patterns by the legacy users.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The new concept of dynamic spectrum access (DSA) has
paved the way for efficient utilization of scarce spectrum
resources. DSA enables unlicensed users (calledsecondary
users(SUs)) to opportunistically access under-utilized legacy
spectrum bands in the absence of legacy users (calledprimary
users(PUs)). This concept of reusing the legacy spectrum may
generate new applications in commercial, public, and military
networks, thanks to the recent advances in the software-defined
radio (SDR) and cognitive radio (CR) technologies.

The commercial use of DSA has been encouraged by the
FCC’s ruling released in 2008 [1] that allows unlicensed
radio operation in the DTV bands by fixed and portable
devices. The fixed devices represent high-power stationary
transceivers designed for the last-mile services in rural areas
such as IEEE 802.22 [2], and the portable devices represent
short-range communication devices in urban areas such as
customer terminals for WiFi-like Internet access in spectrum
whitespaces (WS), often referred to asWi-Fi 2.0 [3]–[6]. Of
these, Wi-Fi 2.0 is considered as a promising commercial
application of DSA with much higher speed and less collision

than today’s Wi-Fi using the ISM band, thanks to the improved
propagation characteristics of the WS such as larger coverage
and the wall-penetrating ability of the UHF/VHF bands [7].1

The Wi-Fi 2.0 can be modeled as a three-tier dynamic
spectrum market (DSM) [8] consisting of three types of
network entity: spectrum license holders, wireless service
providers (WSPs), and CR-enabled customers, as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The license holders can temporarily lease their
spectrum to the WSPs via the multi-winner periodic spectrum
auction managed by the spectrum broker (SB). Once a WSP
wins a channel at the auction, it provides Internet access tothe
CR customers (or end-users) by utilizing the leased spectrum,
at popular public sites like coffee shops, libraries, or airports.
Once a leasing term ends, all channels are returned to the
licensees and the WSPs participate in the auction again.

We employ the preemptive spectrum lease model [9] where
a channel is modeled as an ON/OFF source [10], [11] as
shown in Fig. 2. Here, an OFF period represents spectrum WS
during which the lessee of the channel is allowed to access,
and an ON period implies PUs’ activities during which they
can preempt the channel for their own use. Hence, the licensee
collects the channel leasing fee only during the OFF periods.
In fact, this model is a way to realize theprivate commons
introduced in [8], which is a viable market option to benefit
both PUs and SUs by enabling shared channel access while
enabling PUs to make extra profit via spectrum leasing.

In this paper, we consider a duopoly Wi-Fi 2.0 network2

where two co-located WSPs face price and quality competi-
tions. Each WSP leases a licensed channel with time-varying
availability due to the ON-OFF channel usage patterns, and
hence upon appearance of PUs the WSP should evict all
in-service customers from its network (calledchannel vaca-
tion) to protect the PUs.3 We assume the WSP provides the

1Note that Wi-Fi 2.0 is different from the CR network in ISM bands because
the former has to protect incumbent users with priority while the latter can
share the spectrum with other types of unlicensed users.

2This paper studies duopoly for the ease of analysis, but the duopoly
scenario can still provide us enough insight into the network dynamics of
Wi-Fi 2.0. The procedures introduced in Sections V and VI canbe extended
to the multi-WSP case at the expense of the increased number of pricing
strategies in Section V-A according to the relative price among WSPs.

3Although the WSP can also keep customers in the system while suspending
its service during ON periods, it cannot achieve seamless service provisioning.
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evicted customers with a monetary compensation by (partially)
reimbursing their service charges for the sake of customer
satisfaction. Therefore, a WSP should lease a channel with
a properquality in terms of channel utilization by PUs, that
incurs less eviction and smaller leasing cost. Each WSP should
also determine the optimalprice strategy in terms of the
service tariff, because a higher price than its competitor will
result in less customer arrivals and less profit according tothe
customers’ preference on services. However, the price must
be set high enough to be profitable, exceeding the sum of the
channel leasing and eviction costs.

Our contribution is three-fold. First, we model the inter-
action between WSPs as a joint game with price and qual-
ity competitions while accounting for time-varying spectrum
availability. The existing game-theoretic approaches to the
dynamic spectrum market [12]–[14] have been limited to
static idle channels, and to the best of our knowledge, this
is the first attempt to incorporate the effect of time-varying
channel availability in the game-theoretic framework. Next,
we model the market dynamics as a Markov chain, and derive
the Nash Equilibria (NE) of the price and quality games and
the market entry barrier for each WSP. Finally, we perform
an extensive numerical analysis to provide insightful results
about the market dynamics of the Wi-Fi 2.0 network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly reviews related work, and Section III introduces the
system model and assumptions used in the paper. Section IV
models the problem as a Markov Chain and derives the profit
and cost functions. Then, Section V and Section VI formulate
and analyze the price and quality competitions, respectively.
The market dynamics under various network conditions are
shown via an extensive numerical analysis in Section VII, and
the paper concludes with Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Jia and Zhang [12] studied price and capacity competition
in a duopoly DSA market, assuming that the customer arrival
rate is determined by a quadratic utility function. However,
it may not apply to our case where customers choose a

service based on price. Duanet al. [13] studied a similar
problem with consideration to physical-layer characteristics of
heterogeneous end-users, and derived threshold-type pricing
rules. However, they assumed that the spectrum leasing cost
is constant and does not depend on the total demand in the
spectrum auction. Kasbekaret al. [14] considered a hierar-
chical game of quantity–price competition, with a two-level
prioritized service available to the end-users, and Kasberkar
and Sarkar [15] analyzed the case where the availability of
licensed channels is determined with some probability while
no channel-state transition occurs during a lease term. None of
the above work, however, considered time-varying spectrum
availability, while assuming that a leased channel is always
idle during a leasing term. Although time-varying spectrum
availability has been considered by Kim and Shin [9], its focus
was customer admission and eviction control at a single WSP,
not the market competition between co-located WSPs.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we describe the system model and assump-
tions used throughput the paper.

A. Channel Model

We assume WSPi (i = 1, 2) leases a channel with capacity
Ci from the spectrum auction4 where each channel is modeled
as an ON-OFF source as shown in Fig. 2 while ON and OFF
periods are exponentially distributed with rateλON

i andλOFF
i .

Then, channel utilization by PUs, denoted byui, is given as

ui =
1/λON

i

(1/λON
i + 1/λOFF

i )
=

λOFF
i

(λON
i + λOFF

i )
.

This type of channel model has been used in many applications
[10], [11], since it can describe PUs’ signal activity patterns
in a continuous time-domain.

Estimation of the channel parameters (i.e.,λON
i , λOFF

i , and
ui) is possible via spectrum sensing, as discussed in [10].
Detection of the ON/OFF patterns can also be achieved via
spectrum sensing, which is outside the scope of this paper.

We assume homogeneous channel capacities such thatCi =
C,∀i, which would be the case when the same type of licensed
bands are considered (e.g., multiple DTV channels).

B. Auction Model

We consider a multi-winner periodic spectrum auction [16],
[17], where WSPi leases a channel with the utilization of
ui and pays the leasing fee ofLi per unit-time. To describe

4We reservei as a WSP index and use−i to denote WSPi’s competitor.
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the form ofLi, we introduce the concept ofeffectivechannel
capacity, denoted byCeff

i , given as

Ceff
i = (1 − ui)C,

which implies the total effective amount of leased spectrum
available for WSPi.

Then, the DSA auction model in [12], [18] has shown
that the unit price functionl, i.e., the leasing priceper unit-
bandwidth, is given as

l = γ1

(

Ceff
i + Ceff

−i

)γ2

, γ1 > 0, γ2 ≥ 1,

which is a positive, non-decreasing and convex function of
(Ceff

i + Ceff
−i ). That is, the leasing cost depends on the

total spectrum demand in the auction market, whereγ1 is the
baseline cost when the total demand is unity. In addition, the
leasing cost increases faster than proportionally to the total
demand (i.e.,Ceff

i + Ceff
−i ) due to the competition between

WSPs for the limited spectrum resources auctioned off, where
the degree of competition is described byγ2.

Finally, the leasing cost functionLi of WSP i is given as

Li =Ceff
i · l = γ1(1 − ui)(2 − ui − u−i)

γ2 , (1)

whereγ1 = γ1C
1+γ2 > 0 is the normalizedγ1.

C. Service Model

1) Customer arrivals and departures:We assume that
customer arrivals follow a Poisson distribution with rateλ and
their service time is exponentially distributed with mean1/µ.
We defineρ := λ/µ and assume0 < ρ < 1. In addition, the
bulk customer arrivals are split into two flows such that WSP
i has arrival rateλi andλ = λi + λ−i as shown in Fig. 3.

We assume that each customer demands the bandwidth of
B (B ≤ C) whereC is a multiple ofB. Then, by defining
α := C/B (≥ 1), which is a positive integer, we can have up
to α concurrent in-service customers at a WSP.

2) Service price: An in-service customer at WSPi is
charged bypi per unit-time, where it is assumedΠi ≤ pi ≤ Π.
Π is referred to as themonopoly priceabove which WSP
i would have no customer arrivals because customers may
not choose the ‘best-effort’ CR service if the ‘guaranteed’
legacy service offers more competitive price. Therefore,Π
is determined by the tariff of the legacy services (e.g., 3G
networks) and is assumed given a priori. On the other hand,
Πi is called themarginal priceunder which the WSP cannot

make profit due to the channel leasing and user eviction cost.
Πi will be derived in Section V.

The monopoly price can also be modeled as quality-
sensitive, such thatΠ becomes smaller if customers experience
more frequent evictions. In such a case, CR WSPs need to
lease good-quality channels to maintain largerΠ, which is
left as our future work.

3) Service discovery and preference:We assume a WSP
broadcasts beacons at its leased channel while it is idle (i.e.,
OFF), to indicate its network is in service. Then, an arriving
customer scans a predetermined range of channels (e.g., a list
of DTV channels reserved for Wi-Fi 2.0) to find in-service
WSPs at its location, and selects the one advertising smallest
service price.5 In case the WSP chosen by the customer is
fully occupied by SUs, the customer is assumed to leave the
Wi-Fi 2.0 site.6

When a WSP’s channel is occupied by PUs (i.e., ON), it
cannot broadcast beacons and no customer visits its network.
Therefore, even ifpi > p−i, WSP i can have arrivals while
WSP−i’s channel is busy. In summary, whenpi > p−i, (1)
λi = 0 andλ−i = λ while WSP−i’s channel is idle, and (2)
λi = λ and λ−i = 0 while WSP−i’s channel is busy and
WSPi’s channel is idle. In addition, whenpi = p−i, we have
λi = λ−i = λ/2 while both WSPs have idle channels.

4) User eviction: At appearance of PUs, a WSP should
evict all in-service customers from the network to protect the
PUs.7 Each evicted user is compensated by a reimbursement of
I, whereI = β ·pi/µ, β > 0, i.e.,β times the average service
charge without eviction. We also assumeβ ≤ 1 to make the
compensation upper-bounded by what customers pay on aver-
age. In addition, we assumeλOFF

i /µ = (1/µ)/
(

1/λOFF
i

)

<
1, because it is not beneficial to lease a channel that cannot
serve even a single session in an OFF period.

It is also possible to differentiate the reimbursement rate
β between WSPs such asβi where the service tariff is de-
scribed by (pi, βi). Such an extension, however, incurs higher
complexity due to the increased search space as(pi, βi, ui).

IV. T WO-STAGE MARKET COMPETITION

The market competition between WSPs can be modeled
as a two-stage game, consisting of price and quality games.
The quality game is performed periodically at every auction,
where each WSP competes for the desired quality of spectrum
resources to lease, in terms ofui. The quality game is a one-
shot game, and thus a WSP cannot return or change the leased
channel during a leasing term. During a leasing term, two
WSPs perform a price competition to determine the optimal
price pi for their maximal profit. The quality game is also
called a full-game in the sense that the optimal quality of

5One can consider other factors in service preference including QoS, data
rate, and channel quality. In this paper, we focus on the price as a sole factor.

6This is a reasonable assumption since the WSP-customer relationship is
volatile due to the flexible design of CR devices [6]. That is,CR customers
may choose different services (e.g., Wi-Fi, 3G networks) by reconfiguring
themselves if the desired WSP’s service is not instantly available.

7We assume the evicted customers will use alternative servicessuch as
Wi-Fi or 3G networks, due to the flexibility of the CR devices.
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spectrum is determined by assuming the NE prices of the two
WSPs achieved at a pricesub-game.

As the main objective of a WSP is to maximize its profit,
the profit function must be analytically derived before in-
vestigating the price and quality competition. To derive the
profit, we define the system state of WSPi as si = (mi, ni)
wheremi is the channel state such thatmi = 0 if channel
is busy andmi = 1 otherwise, andni is the number of in-
service customers withni ∈ [0,miα]. Then, the system can be
modeled as a Markov Chain under the assumption of Poisson
arrivals, exponential service times, and exponential ON and
OFF periods.

Fig. 4 illustrates the state-transition diagram of the Markov
Chain. The horizontal transitions represent the state transitions
by the customer arrivals and departures, and the vertical tran-
sitions represent the state transitions due to ON-OFF channel
state changes. A customer arrival is accepted by the system
if ni < miα. When an idle channel becomes busy, allni

customers are evicted from the system.
From Fig. 4, we first notice that

π0,0 = ui,
α

∑

ni=0

π1,ni
= 1 − ui,

whereπsi
= πmi,ni

denotes the stationary distribution of the
system. Then, the global balance equations can be derived in
a matrix form as follows.

A
(

π1,0 π1,1 . . . π1,α

)T
=

(

u ·
λON

i

µ 0 . . . 0
)T

, (2)

where

A =

















f(0) −1 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
−ρi f(1) −2 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 −ρi f(2) −3 . . . 0 0 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 . . . −ρi f(α − 1) −α
0 0 0 0 . . . 0 −ρi f(α) − ρi

















,

by defining f(k) := ρi + λOFF
i /µ + k and ρi := λi/µ.

Therefore, using Eq.(2) the stationary probability is found as

(

π1,0 π1,1 . . . π1,α

)T
= A

−1
(

u ·
λON

i

µ 0 . . . 0
)T

.

Although a numerical analysis can be used to findA
−1,

the stationary probability in a closed-form is preferred in
analyzing the price and quality games to obtain an insight
in the form of the price and quality NEs. Therefore, we

approximate the original Markov Chain by applying a state
decomposition technique introduced in [19].

According to [19], we can group the states in Fig. 4 with
the samemi (i.e., the states in the same row) together as
long as the vertical state-transition rates are much smaller than
the horizontal state-transition rates. In DSA, this condition is
expected to be met in many applications because spectrum
reuse is intended for under-utilized channels with relatively
longer ON/OFF periods (e.g., TV bands) compared to the
customer arrival/departure by the SUs. In Section VII, we will
quantify the impact of this approximation on the accuracy of
the analysis through extensive numerical experiments.

After the decomposition, the system becomesM/M/α/α
while the channel is idle. Hence, we can expressπsi

as

πsi
≈ πni|mi

· P (mi) =

{

ui if si = (0, 0),

πni
· (1 − ui) if mi = 1.

whereπni
is the stationary probability of aM/M/α/α system

such that

πni
(ρi) =

(ρi)
ni/ni!

∑α
n=0 (ρi)n/n!

, ∀ni. (3)

Then, revenue and eviction cost occurs only when channel
is idle becauseni = 0 for a busy channel. Hence, formi = 1,
we derive the revenue rateR(pi, ρi) (the average revenue per
unit time) and the eviction costE(pi, ρi) as follows:

R(pi, ρi) =

α
∑

ni=0

pini · πni
(ρi) = piρi

∑α−1
n=0 (ρi)

n/n!
∑α

n=0 (ρi)n/n!

E(pi, ρi) =

α
∑

ni=0

Ini · πni
(ρi) · λ

OFF
i = β

λOFF
i

µ
R(pi, ρi)

whereλOFF
i is the transition probability due to the OFF→ON

transition of an idle channel.
The derivedR(pi, ρi) andE(pi, ρi) will become our bases

in the later sections to calculate the profit rate of WSPi under
the various market conditions. For the ease of notation, we
define

∆(pi, ρi) := R(pi, ρi) − E(pi, ρi).

V. PRICE COMPETITION ANALYSIS

In this section, we investigate a price competition sub-
game to find the best tariff strategy of WSPi in terms of
pi, when (ui, u−i) are given. We also study the necessary
condition for the existence of the price NE and derive the NE
at such conditions. The derived price NE will be applied to
the quality full-game in Section VI, in determining the profit
at the equilibrium price for a given set of quality.

A. Three Pricing Strategies

At WSP i, the price of the competitor WSP−i (i.e.,p−i) is
known since the WSP−i advertises its tariff via the beacons.
Then, the WSPi can take one of the following three pricing
strategies according to the relationship betweenpi and p−i:



(1) pi < p−i, (2) pi > p−i, and (3)pi = p−i. We overview
each strategy to derive the conditional profit of WSPi.

• Under strategy 1 (pi < p−i): WSP i can monopolize the
market and hence its profit is maximized atpi = p−i − ǫ,
ǫ > 0, whereǫ can be arbitrarily small. In this case, the profit
rate of WSPi becomes

F
{pi<p

−i}
i = (1 − ui) · ∆(p−i − ǫ, ρ) − Li. (4)

• Under strategy 2 (pi > p−i): WSPi loses the entire market
to its competitor (i.e.,λi = 0 and λ−i = λ) if WSP −i
has an idle channel (i.e.,m−i = 1). On the contrary, while
m−i = 0, it becomesλi = λ andλ−i = 0 if WSP i’s channel
is idle. Therefore, with probabilityu−i ·(1−ui), the stationary
probability of WSPi’s system follows Eq. (3). In this case,
WSP i’s profit is maximized atpi = Π since WSP−i is
out-of-service, and thus WSPi’s profit rate is given as

F
{pi>p

−i}
i = (1 − ui)u−i · ∆(Π, ρ) − Li. (5)

• Under strategy 3 (pi = p−i): Here, we need to consider
two cases. First, whenmi = m−i = 1, two WSPs take an
equal share of the market such thatλi = λ−i = λ/2. Second,
when mi = 1 and m−i = 0, we haveλi = λ and λ−i = 0
since the arriving customers cannot find the service beacons
of WSP−i. Therefore, by settingpi = p−i, the profit rate of
WSP i becomes

F
{pi=p

−i}
i =(1 − ui)

{

u−i · ∆(p−i, ρ)+

(1 − u−i) · ∆(p−i,
ρ

2
)
}

− Li.
(6)

B. Optimal Price Strategy

The goal of WSPi is to maximize its profit by optimally
determining its pricepi for a given p−i. Hence, we will
compare the profit rates of the three pricing strategies in
Section V-A to derive the optimalpi.

1) Comparison of price strategies 1 and 3:We first com-
pare strategies 1 and 3 in terms of their profit rates given by
Eqs. (4) and (6) as follows (whenǫ → 0+):

F
{pi<p

−i}
i −F

{pi=p
−i}

i =

(1 − ui)(1 − u−i)p−i

(

1 − β
λOFF

i

µ

)

Ar

(7)

where

Ar := ρ

{

∑α−1
n=0 ρn/n!

∑α
n=0 ρn/n!

−
1

2
·

∑α−1
n=0 (ρ/2)n/n!

∑α
n=0 (ρ/2)n/n!

}

.

Lemma 1. For 0 < ρ < 1 and α ≥ 1, Ar > 0.

Proof: See Appendix A.

Theorem 1. Price strategy 3 (pi = p−i) is strictly dominated
by price strategy 1 (pi < p−i).

Proof: In Eq.(7),
(

1 − βλOFF
i /µ

)

> 0 sinceβ ≤ 1 and
λOFF

i /µ < 1 by our assumption, andAr > 0 by Lemma 1.

Therefore, we haveF {pi<p
−i}

i > F
{pi=p

−i}
i , ∀p−i, which

completes the proof.

2) Comparison of price strategies 1 and 2:Next, we
compare strategies 1 and 2 in terms of their profit rates given
by Eqs. (4) and (5) as follows (whenǫ → 0+):

F
{pi<p

−i}
i − F

{pi>p
−i}

i =

(1 − ui)(p−i − u−iΠ)

(

1 − β
λOFF

i

µ

)

ρ
∑α−1

n=0 ρn/n!
∑α

n=0 ρn/n!
.
(8)

Theorem 2. The optimal price strategy is

• Strategy 1 (pi = p−i − ǫ), if p−i > u−i · Π,
• Strategy 2 (pi = Π), if p−i ≤ u−i · Π.

Proof: By Theorem 1, price strategy 3 cannot be optimal.
Hence, we only need to compare strategies 1 and 2. In the
proof of Theorem 1, it has been shown that

(

1 − βλOFF
i /µ

)

>
0. Therefore, by considering the form of Eq. (8), it is seen
that strategy 1 is optimal (i.e.,F {pi<p

−i}
i > F

{pi>p
−i}

i ) if
p−i > u−i · Π; otherwise strategy 2 is optimal.

C. Nash Equilibrium of the Price Competition

Using the derived optimal price strategy, we can find the
Nash Equilibrium of the price competition. We first describe
how to determined the marginal price for each WSP, and then
derive the NE and its existence condition.

1) Finding the Marginal Price: We define the marginal
price Πi as the minimal price to guarantee a non-negative
profit for WSP i even at the worst case. That is, when
pi = Πi, the WSPi should achieve at least a break-even
(zero profit) regardless ofp−i. When we fix pi = Πi, the
profit rateFi previously given as Eqs. (4),(5),(6) becomes

• F
{pi<p

−i}
i = (1 − ui) · ∆(Πi, ρ) − Li,

• F
{pi>p

−i}
i = (1 − ui) · u−i∆(Πi, ρ) − Li,

• F
{pi=p

−i}
i = (1−ui)

{

u−i∆(Πi, ρ) + (1 − u−i)∆(Πi,
ρ
2 )

}

−Li.

It can be observed thatF {pi>p
−i}

i is the worst. Therefore,
to guaranteeFi ≥ 0, we need to set

Πi =
Li/u−i

(1 − ui) · ∆(Πi, ρ)/Πi

=
Li/u−i

(1 − ui)χi(ρ)

=
γ1(2 − ui − u−i)

γ2

u−iχi(ρ)
,

(9)

where Eq.(1) is applied. Here,χi(ρi) is defined as

χi(ρi) :=

(

1 − β
λi

OFF

µ

)

ρi

∑α−1
n=0 (ρi)

n/n!
∑α

n=0 (ρi)n/n!
. (10)

Note that if the determinedΠi satisfiesΠi > Π, WSP i
cannot make positive profit for anypi sinceλi = 0 for pi > Π
making the profit strictly negative (i.e.,Fi = −Li). Therefore,
WSP i should opt out of the market whenΠi > Π in order
not to incur any channel leasing cost. In the next section, this
will be modeled as forcingui = 1 at the quality competition
where the channel leasing cost becomes zero sinceCeff

i = 0.
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Fig. 5. Nash Equilibrium of the price competition

2) Finding the Nash Equilibrium:To find the NE, we
consider the case whereΠi ≤ Π and Π−i ≤ Π so that both
WSPs may participate in the market competition. Fig. 5 shows
the NE of the price competition, where the solid plot represents
p1(p2), i.e., the best response function of WSP 1 givenp2, and
the dashed plot representsp2(p1). The best response functions
are drawn by following the optimal strategy in Theorem 2.
Note that WSPi never decreases its pricepi smaller thanΠi,
and hencepi(p−i) is lower-bounded byΠi.

It can be seen from Figs. 5(a),(b) that there exists no NE
when (1)Πi ≤ uiΠ andΠ−i ≤ u−iΠ, or (2) Πi ≤ uiΠ and
Π−i > u−iΠ, sincep1(p2) and p2(p1) never intersect with
each other.

As shown in Fig. 5(c), the NE exists whenΠi > uiΠ and
Π−i > u−iΠ, where the NE is given as(Π2 − ǫ,Π2) for
Π2 > Π1. Due to symmetry, the NE becomes(Π1,Π1 − ǫ)
for Π1 > Π2. Therefore, asǫ → 0, there exist a unique NE
described as follows in Theorem 3.

Theorem 3. The NE of the price competition exists only when
Πi > uiΠ andΠ−i > u−iΠ, and the unique NE is determined
as (p1, p2) = (p∗, p∗), wherep∗ = max{Π1,Π2} and Πi is
given as in Eq.(9).

VI. QUALITY COMPETITION ANALYSIS

The goal of the quality competition is to find the best
channel to lease with optimal quality in terms ofui that
achieves maximal profit of WSPi at the equilibrium price
found in Section V. Having the NE of the price competition
as pi = p−i = max{Π1,Π2}, the resulting profit of WSPs
is given as Eq. (6), and we want to find the best response
function ui(u−i) to maximize such profit.

As introduced in the channel model,ui = λOFF
i /(λOFF

i +
λON

i ), and thus there exist infinitely many possible pairs of
(λOFF

i , λON
i ) for a given ui. Therefore, we would like to

consider a scenario whereλOFF
i = λOFF ,∀i, representing

the case when channels have identically distributed intervals
between PU activities. It is also possible to consider another
scenario whereλON

i = λON ,∀i (i.e., the duration of PU
activities follows the same distribution over channels), which
is left as our future work.

Note that even though the optimalui can be found for any
γ2 ≥ 1, we are particularly interested in the case ofγ2 = 1
as an illustrative example.

A. Market entry barrier

WSPi’s profit becomes strictly negative in case its marginal
price becomes greater than the monopoly price (i.e.,Πi > Π),
because there will be no customer arrival while the channel
leasing fee must be still paid. If this happens, the WSP
would rather shut down its service by leasing no channel
(equivalently, leasing a channel withui = 1). Therefore, there
exists a market entry condition for a WSP, which is described
by Πi ≤ Π. For a givenu−i, this condition results in the
following interval of ui:

2 −

(

1 +
Πχi(ρ)

γ1

)

u−i ≤ ui. (11)

In addition, the same claim applies to WSP−i by switching
the role ofi and−i.

B. Region-specific optimal quality strategies

According to the market entry points, the area of(u1, u2)
can be divided into five regions shown in Fig. 6, where2uA

can be either smaller or larger than1, without exceeding2.
1) Region I and II (below the market entry barrier):

The region I is a rectangular area where0 ≤ ui ≤ 1 and
0 ≤ u−i < uA. The region represents the case when WSP
i cannot overcome the market entry barrier and it leaves the
market. Therefore, the best response function inu−i ∈ [0, uA)
is ui(u−i) = 1.

The region II, that does not include the lineui = 2 −
(

1 + Πχi(ρ)/γ1

)

u−i, also belongs to the case when WSPi
cannot overcome the market entry barrier. However, the region
does not includeui = 1, and hence no possible solution exists.
As a result, we can ignore this region in derivingui(u−i).

2) Region III (a monopoly market):The region III includes
the line 2 −

(

1 + Πχi(ρ)/γ1

)

u−i = ui, but excludes the
line u−i = 2 −

(

1 + Πχ−i(ρ)/γ1

)

ui. Therefore,p−i > Π
in the region due to the market entry condition, and thus WSP
−i will not have any customer arrival. As a result, WSPi
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monopolizes the market withpi = Π. With the monopoly
price, WSPi’s profit rate becomes

F III
i =(1 − ui) ×

{

Πχi(ρ) − γ1(2 − u−i − ui)
}

(12)

3) Region IV (a duopoly market):In the region IV, both
WSPs can enter the market, and satisfy the conditionui ≤ u−i

where we haveΠi ≤ Π−i. Therefore, the NE price becomes
p∗ = Π−i and WSPi’s profit rate becomes

F IV
i =(1 − ui) × {(u−iχi(ρ) + (1 − u−i)χi(ρ/2)) p∗

−γ1(2 − u−i − ui)}

=γ1(1 − ui)(2 − u−i − ui) (ψ − ui) ·
1

ui
,

(13)

where ψ = u−i + (1 − u−i)χi(ρ/2)/χi(ρ). For ui ∈
[

γ
1

γ
1
+Πχ

−i(ρ)
(2 − u−i), u−i

]

, Eq. (13) is maximized atui =
γ
1

γ
1
+Πχ

−i(ρ)
(2 − u−i), becauseFi → ∞ as ui → 0 and

u−i ≤ ψ < 1 ≤ (2−u−i) whereψ < 1 is given by Lemma 1.

4) Region V (a duopoly market):Similar to the region IV,
the region V also belongs to the duopoly market. As seen,
the region satisfies the conditionui ≥ u−i where we have
Πi ≥ Π−i. Therefore, the NE price becomesp∗ = Πi, and
WSP i’s profit rate becomes

FV
i = (ui − 1)(ui + u−i − 2) ·

γ1(1 − u−i)χi(ρ/2)

u−iχi(ρ)
. (14)

Then, due to the form of the region V, two distinct cases
are considered. First, foru−i ∈ [uA, uB), we have0 < 2 −
(

1 + Πχi(ρ)/γ1

)

u−i ≤ ui ≤ 1. Since1 ≤ (2−u−i), Eq. (14)
is maximized atui = 2 −

(

1 + Πχi(ρ)/γ1

)

u−i.
Next, for u−i ∈ [uB , 1], we haveui ∈ [u−i, 1], and thus

Eq. (14) is maximized atui = u−i.

C. Nash Equilibrium of the Quality Competition

Finally, we derive the optimal quality strategy, i.e., the best
response functionui(u−i) for all possible intervals ofu−i. As
already shown, the best response function inu−i ∈ [0, uA) is

1
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Fig. 7. The Nash Equilibrium of the quality competition

ui(u−i) = 1. For u−i ∈ [uA, uB), we compare the regions
II and V, but as pointed out earlier, we can ignore the region
II. Therefore, the best response function inu−i ∈ [uA, uB) is
ui(u−i) = 2 −

(

1 + Πχi(ρ)/γ1

)

u−i.
Foru−i ∈ [uB , 1], we need to compare all three regions (III,

IV, and V) in order to determine the best response function.
First, it can be easily shown that the best profit in the regionV
cannot exceed the best profit of the region IV for the following
reason. The maximal profit of the region V foru−i ∈ [uB , 1]
is achieved atui = u−i, which is a shared line with region
IV. However, ui = u−i does not provide the maximal profit
in the region IV, and thus the maximal profit of the region IV
is larger than that of the region V.

Next, for givenu−i, let uIV
i denote the optimalui in the

region IV such asuIV
i = γ

1

γ
1
+Πχ

−i(ρ)
(2 − u−i). Let us also

considerui = uIV
i − ǫ, ǫ > 0, which is in the region III.

If we compare Eq. (13) atui = uIV
i and Eq. (12) atui =

uIV
i − ǫ for an arbitrarily smallǫ, then we can easily observe

that the leasing cost is arbitrarily close to each other in both
regions whileΠχi(ρ) > (u−iχi(ρ) + (1 − u−i)χi(ρ/2)) Π−i.
Therefore, we can conclude that the best profit in the region
IV cannot exceed the profit in the region III atui = uIV

i − ǫ,
and thus the best response function exists in the region III.

Fig. 7 plots the resulting best responseui(u−i) for u−i ∈
[0, 1], where u−i(ui) is also drawn using the symmetry. It
is observed that, regardless of the optimalui in the region
III, there exists a NE of the quality game at(uB , uB)
where uB is an intersection ofui = u−i and ui = 2 −
(

1 + Πχi(ρ)/γ1

)

u−i, resulting in Theorem 4 as follows.

Theorem 4. The NE of the quality competition exists at
(u1, u2) = (u∗, u∗), whereu∗ = 2γ1/{2γ1 + Πχ1(ρ)}.

Note that there exist two additional NEs other than
(u1, u2) = (u∗, u∗): (ũ, 1) and (1, ũ), where0 ≤ ũ < uA.
However, according to the concept of thefocal point intro-
duced in [13], [20], these NEs are not likely to be chosen by
the WSPs since such NEs exclude either WSP from the market
thus impairing the fairness.

From Theorem 4, we obtain the following two corollaries.

Corollary 1. At the NE of the quality competition, the NE



price becomesp∗ = Π.

Proof: By applying ui = u−i = u∗ to Eq. (9), we
obtain Πi = Π since χ1(ρ) = χ2(ρ). Therefore,p∗ = Π
by Theorem 3.

Corollary 2. The NE of the quality competition satisfies the
equilibrium price existence condition.

Proof: SinceΠi = Π, we haveΠi > uiΠ and Π−i >
u−iΠ for ui = u−i = u∗ 6= 1.

D. Discussion

WSPs may, in reality, not be able to find the channel that
exactly matches their needs, whose utilization factor equals u∗.
In such a case, they should make a reasonable assumption that
both WSPs would act rationally to bid for the best matching
channel whose utilization factor is closest tou∗. This strategy
is reasonable in that the quality competition is a one-shot game
performed once at each periodic auction, and thus a WSP
cannot make any adjustment on its leased channel until the
next auction.

In caseu takes its value from a countable set in a discrete
manner, the quality competition becomes a combinatorial
matching problem that should consider all possible pairs of
(u1, u2) from the given channel set. The problem formulation
in such a case becomes quite different from the procedure
presented in this paper, as the best response function is no
more continuous. We leave the case as our future work.

The quality competition problem can be further extended to
a joint quantity/quality competition when we consider WSPs,
each operating with multiple channels. That is, WSPi leases
more than one channel, sayMi channels, and combine them
into a one logical channel with a larger capacity (e.g.,Mi ·C).
In such a case, we need to find the best quantity/quality pair of
(Mi, ui),8 for a given pair of(M−i, u−i). Hence, the decision
space becomesN× [0, 1] whereN is a set of natural numbers,
with additional complexity coming from the choice ofMi. We
also leave such extension as our future work.

VII. E VALUATION OF WI-FI 2.0 NETWORK DYNAMICS

We now conduct an extensive numerical analysis to provide
insight into the market dynamics of the Wi-Fi 2.0 network.
First, we compare the profit observed from a simulated sce-
nario with the analytically-derived profit to investigate the
condition under which our state decomposition approach can
be applied with a tolerable approximation error. Next, we study
the fundamental tradeoffs between the network parameters at
equilibrium, including the arrival rateλ, the leasing costγ1,
and the eviction costβ. In each scenario, we set a list of
common parameters as follows:C = 5, B = 1, andγ2 = 1.

A. Approximation accuracy in state decomposition

We compare the profit observed from the simulation with
the profit given by the analysis to derive the condition under

8Assuming allMi channels are of the same qualityui.
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which state decomposition performs reasonably well. In the
simulation, we randomly generate 200 pairs of exponential ON
and OFF periods and also emulate user arrivals and departures.
A simulation is run by applying the optimal price and quality
found by the analysis, and repeats 10 times to derive the
average performance. Other simulation parameters are set as
Π = 2, ρ = 0.9, γ1 = 0.1, andβ = 0.25.

From Fig. 8, one can see that the profit predicted by
analysis gets fairly close to the actual achieved profit at a
smallλOFF /µ, and the gap between them gradually increases
as λOFF /µ grows. At λOFF /µ = 0.1, the approximation
error is found to be less than 9.5%, which becomes around
15% at λOFF /µ = 0.15. In case the tolerable error is less
than 10%, the state decomposition approach is effective for
λOFF /µ ≤ 0.1, implying that an OFF period, on average, can
accommodate at least 10 consecutive user sessions. Note that
this is a plausible scenario since DSA targets to reuse under-
utilized channels with relatively larger ON/OFF periods than
customer arrivals/departures.

B. Impact of arrival rate and leasing cost

In Fig. 9(a), we plot the achieved profit of a WSP at its NE
while varying the arrival rateλ (equivalentlyρ). The leasing
cost is also varied by testing three selected values ofγ1. Other
simulation parameters are set asΠ = 1, µ = 1/5, λOFF =
1/500, λON = 1/50, andβ = 0.25. It can be seen that as the
arrival rate increases (i.e.,ρ → 1), the WSP achieves more
profit due to the increased revenue. The profit also enhances
asγ1 decreases, due to the less leasing cost byLi.

In Fig. 9(b), we plot the quality NEu∗ under the same test
conditions. As the arrival rate increases,u∗ is monotonically
decreasing because the WSP can overcome the leasing cost
by accommodating more customers using a less busy channel
(i.e., smalleru∗). Therefore, whenρ → 0, the best strategy
is to leave the market (i.e.,u∗ = 1). On the other hand,
at the sameρ, u∗ increases asγ1 increases, because it can
compensate the increased leasing cost by using a less idle
channel.

C. Impact of eviction cost

In Fig. 9(c), we plot the achieved profit at equilibrium versus
the average OFF period (i.e.,1/λOFF ) under the various
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eviction costs given byβ. Other simulation parameters are
set asΠ = 1, ρ = 0.9, γ1 = 0.3, andλON = 1/50.

At the same1/λOFF , a larger profit is achieved at a smaller
β due to the amount of reimbursement to the evicted users,
and the difference becomes more pronounced as1/λOFF

decreases. This implies that eviction becomes more dominant
in a dynamic channel environment (i.e., channels with small
ON and OFF periods) than in a static environment, due to
more frequent evictions.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

We studied the competition between WSPs in the duopoly
Wi-Fi 2.0 network while considering time-varying spectrum
availability. We modeled the problem as a joint price and
quality game where two co-located WSPs compete for leasing
limited spectrum resources and enticing customers to their
service. A WSP’s profit function is derived by considering
the dependency of revenue on the pricing policy, the eviction
cost due to the reimbursement of the evicted customers, and
the channel leasing cost. It is shown that the price game has a
unique NE at a larger marginal price of the two WSPs, and the
quality game has a NE that balances the marginal price with
the monopoly price. Using an extensive numerical analysis,
we have demonstrated the fundamental tradeoffs in the Wi-Fi
2.0 network due to the factors, such as customer arrival rate,
channel dynamics, and eviction cost.

In future, we would like to extend the problem by gen-
eralizing the number of WSPs, by considering multi-channel
scenarios, and by accounting for other factors affecting the
customer’s preference in choosing a service such as QoS.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OFLEMMA 1

∑α
n=0 ρn/n!

∑α−1
n=0 ρn/n!

− 2 ·

∑α
n=0 (ρ/2)n/n!

∑α−1
n=0 (ρ/2)n/n!

= 1 +
ρα/α!

∑α−1
n=0 ρn/n!

− 2 ·

(

1 +
(ρ/2)α/α!

∑α−1
n=0 (ρ/2)n/n!

)

=
ρα/α!

∑α−1
n=0 ρn/n!

− 1 − 2·

(ρ/2)α/α!
∑α−1

n=0 (ρ/2)n/n!
< 0, since ρα/α!

P

α−1

n=0
ρn/n!

< 1 because

(1) ρα/α! < 1, for 0 < ρ < 1, α ≥ 1, and (2)
∑α−1

n=0 ρn/n! =

1 +
∑α−1

n=1 ρn/n! > 1. This completes the proof.


